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FOREWORD: EXPLORING SCIENTIFICAPPROACHES TO
BETTER DESIGNING

With the arrival of the “Grand Design” era, the influence of design is felt
everywhere in our lives. Design has become a huge industrial system which
demonstrates broad prospect for future development. Therefore, design industry and
education is being valued and regarded as part of national development strategy in
most countries around the world. In this critical period of the design industry
development, I co-founded the International Society for Design Science with my
industry peers four years ago, and now launch this new journal, the International
Journal of Design Science, which shall be expected to become a big thing in the
history of design science and art.

Designing is a cluster of disciplines which includes numerous art-related studies
and involves all art-related design activities conforming to the patterns of design
discipline. Design science, not only covers natural science and engineering
technology science, also focuses on the study of design art itself through scientific
approaches and from a rational standpoint. Both Industry 4.0 strategy from Germany
and Made in China plan from China place design industry to a unprecedented height
in terms of promoting industrial development and realizing social prosperity. In order
to achieve those great goals, teams of design talents and elites who can practice
forward-looking design theories, operating international design project and think out
of box are indispensable. The essence of design is innovation.
“The great innovator and leader must be a great thinker of design”. ISDS will

dedicate itself to the establishment of a platform for research, innovation, cooperation
and problem-solving. This platform will provide opportunities for design researchers
to discuss frontier issues, broaden academic insight of design discipline, strengthen
skills and methods on design research, create innovative research fruits in the overall
field of design, assist front-line designers absorbing the core and essence of design
and implementing scientific methods so as to perfect design procedure and realize a
higher design utility. I also hope design educators can demonstrate the current
development of design discipline objectively and explore the direction of design
going forward in a way optimize and reconstruct the design subject and discipline in
colleagues and universities.
On 21st September 2019, the representative of scholars from the universities who

have attended the 5th Oriental Forum and the 2019 International Symposium on
Oriental Design, reached a consensus on the acknowledgement, development, future
and mission of design discipline and issued the Shanghai Declaration on Design
Science(see the appendix) after in-depth discussions and rational considerations. I
believe this declaration is not only the programme of action for the design science
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research,but also a guiding principle for running the International Journal of Design
Science.

Figure. 1 Group Photo for the 5th Oriental Design Forum & 2019 International
Symposium on Oriental Design

I sincerely hope friends in the design community can join hands and co-construct a
tower of design science which facilitates the innovation on design, products and
environment. For a better life of human being, we will contribute to the best of our
abilities as designers.

Zhou Wuzhong

President, International Society for Design Science
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Appendix:

SHANGHAI DECLARATION ON DESIGN SCIENCE
(21st September 2019, Shanghai Jiao Tong University)

We, as the representative of scholars from the universities, have attended the 5th
Oriental Forum and the 2019 International Symposium on Oriental Design. Here a
consensus on the acknowledgement, development, future and mission of design
discipline has been reached after in-depth discussions and rational considerations.

Discipline and Orientation
1. The relationship between design and the development of human society.

Design is one of the earliest activities of human. It accelerates the development
and progress of human society. Influences of design has been everywhere in
people’s life since the arrival of “Big Design Era”. Thus, the design industry ought
to be a huge industry with promising future and it should continue contributing on
the acceleration of society development.

2. The orientation of design discipline. Design discipline includes various kind of
activities related to art because it comprises many majors related to art. However,
the orientation of design discipline covers not only art and humanities, but also
natural science and engineering. It is an important discipline with guidance value
of creation. Design discipline is an emerging interdisciplinary which meets the
needs of human society developments nowadays. It includes art, science,
technology, humanity, society, business and so on.

3. The direction for design practice development. Nowadays, many countries have
considered design as significant in industry and society development. Prospective
design theory and a high-class design team which meets the level of international
standard quality projects are needed to reach their goals. Creative design thoughts
and research ideas have significant roles as well. Therefore, to carry out better
design practices, design researches should focus on design itself with scientific
methods from a rational angle.

Problems and Challenges
4. Challenges from the New Industry era. Human society is undergoing the

change from industry age to post-industry age in the 21st century. The boundary of
design has expanded with the innovative development of technologies such as
Artificial Intelligence. Design has a higher standard to meet the requirement of the
sustainable development goals raised by the United Nations and the people’s
vision of a better life.

5. Theories has been out of touch with practice. Compare to other disciplines, the
design discipline still lacks fundamental theories and systematic research
approaches. The detachment of design education and design industry results in the
need of perfection of design theory system and the combination of design theory
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and design practice.
6. The value system of design remains as an ongoing construction. The value

system of design is the system of behavior, belief, ideality and criterion. It is a
social subjective criterion system as well as design is the result of subjective
ideality, need and people’s thoughts in design practice. The modern design value
system with regional characteristics needs to be constructed as design theory does
not integrate so close with design practice.

Responsibility and Mission
7. Combination of art and science. Human’s needs motivate the development of

design and the essence of design is creation. Science and art are the two engines of
creative design as well as the core competitiveness of a country. They are the
influential creative activity which could cross the boundary of territory and culture.
The science progress leads to some problems in politics, society, ecological
environment, culture and soul. The criticism and inquiry of those negative results
would contribute to more than the thought and practice in art. Breaking the
stereotype in scientific researches and increasing the creative energy in science
would also benefit from it.

8. Creative theories and methods. Design theory and methodology is the most
important knowledge system and core basics in construct design discipline.
Design thoughts are the core research project of design. Oriental design is the goal
of our discipline construction. Consumers, technology and market should be the
basic elements and the coordination of human, machines and the environment
should be the principle. The expression of technology and art in design should be
emphasized by the research and practice of creative design theory and methods
including product design, environment design for human’s living and so on. The
relationships between culture and creation, consumers’ needs and designers’ ideas
should be balanced throughout the development in theoretical study and case
research.

9. Construction of new pattern in design. Design has developed from “Design 1.0”
to “Design 5.0”. However, it is hard for classic design or big design to carry out
the mission of regional revitalization. It is necessary to develop the regional
revitalization which based on the study of geography. It is a kind of holistic design
based on complex adaptive systems or complexity science. The regional
revitalization design focuses on human-centric design and calls out the harmony
of product, life and environment. It would accelerate the creative fusion of design
and “industry + life + environment”, thus build a healthier world. Theories and
methods of regional revitalization design would benefit the progress and
development of human society.

For the better life of people, all affiliates from the design industry should unite
together to construct design discipline and make design and design education civil
behavior.
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